
The whereabouts of the Family Peret-Dekker 

It has been a while we have not reached out and given some updates on our 
whereabouts. As many of you know we came back from Oman in the summer 2013, 
but by mid-November Sanne was diagnosed and treated for an acute Leukemia. We 
ended-up 2013 in a whirlwind of change and went through a difficult time. 

In early 2014 Sanne completed her treatment and we all moved into an old house we 
have bought in Bremhorstlaan and which gives us the rare privilege to have a direct 
access to the forest of the same name. With Sanne back from the hospital and in full 
remission we have spent 2014 trying to rebuild Sanne’s health and our life as a family. 
The children during this difficult period have done remarkably well and have 
integrated very well. They are doing very well at school and the 2 boys have become 
fanatics of tennis and are within a few months (years I hope…) to beating their dad. 
Olse has also shown a great talent for playing piano and he has even participated in an 
international competition in the Hague where he went to the final. Tui has found a 
high school she loves andd is spending as much time on academic subject than 
creative ones… 

So 2014 we also spend finishing the house and working in the garden and with the 
recovery of Sanne it was a year where we stayed in the Netherlands and home which 
gave us the chance to really discover what was available to s within cycling distance. 

In 2015, we have really started in earnest to get back on our feet and with the strength 
and health of Sanne improving we started traveling again. Sanne also resumed work 
doing some mornings a week and went back to the tennis court which she had been 
missing a lot.  

In February we went skiing in the Pyrenees but faced a weather like I had never seen 
in my lifetime there…snow storm and high wind for a week which made very arctic 
ski conditions for the children while we were cozily drinking hot chocolate in café 
while they were freezing and being blown-away on the slopes. 

In May, we went to Norway and spend 10 days in the Fjord. We understood for the 
first time why we always tried to get a posting there but never succeeded. We had a 
wonderful time as a family and it was really good to see Sanne in walking shoes 
trekking on a glacier, or fighting to follow the boys on a mountain bike. It was 
difficult to go back to the Netherlands but the garden was in flower and quite 
beautiful. 

This summer we went to the Pyrenees where we enjoyed great weather and played a 
lot of tennis in the nearby village. In 2014 it was the first time in a very longtime we 
were not in La Grange for the summer holiday as a family and it felt strange, so we 
really appreciated and enjoyed being able to be there all together again this year. 

In September we had a nice trip to Terscheling, an island on the coast in the 
Netherlands and we realized that it could be worthwhile exploring a little bit more the 
country we are now living in as they might be some unexpected surprises. This short 
trip was certainly one! 



In October we went to Paris/Fontainebleau and reconnected with bouldering 
something e had never done with the children and so it was great to be there as a 
family, showing the children what dad and mum used to do when they were not yet 
born. 

Christmas in on our doorstep and we are planning to spend 1 week in the South of 
France. 

So we wish you a merry Christmas and Happy New Year, hoping to see you at some 
stage in the near future. 

Jean-Christophe, Sanne, Tui, Olse and Lars


